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• 
By reference to the l'eport of my Assistant, W. W. Bor-
den, it will bc seen that from six to ten bands of manganif-
erous iron-stone have been traced over a very large area in 
the counties of Clarke and Floyd, occupying a geological 
position in the gray and greenish shales immediately over 
the" New Albany Black slate." These ore-bands are found 
also in Scott and Jennings counties but the extent of terri-
tory which they occupy, in the latter counties, remains to 
be determined by the survey, hereafter to be made. 
These ore-bands arc enclosed in twenty to twenty-five 
feet of soft shale and are from two to three feet apart and 
are from two and a half to ten inches thick. The readines 
with which these shales decompo e, under the influence of 
drainage water and atmospheric agencies, has given rise to 
numerous cone shaped hills commonly called" Knobs" and 
from this circumstallce, also, geologists have given to the 
rock trata of which they are composed, the name of" Knob 
Shale " "K.nob Sandstone," Limestone ete., 'so that we 
may, with like propriety, designate the ore as knob iron ore. 
A black, bituminous shale, similar to that underlying thi. 
ore is found in Ohio occupying a similar posi tion with 
refC!.'cnce to the under and overlying rocks, and Dr. Newber-
ry, State Geologis of Ohio, has referred it to the Gellessee 
epoch, but not feeliBg quite sure as to the accuracy of the 
conclu ion to which this able geologist and paleontologist 
ha arrived, I have thought best to speak of it, in this State, 
s the New Albany Black Slate. . 
Tear the city of New Albany Dr. Clapp bored through 
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this bed of bituminous slate and found it to be one hundred 
and ten feet thick. It i being con tantly mistaken for the 
bituminou ~ halc which is often found associated with stone 
coal and it i a difficult matter, in all instances, to convince 
the peopl , living within the vicinity of its outcrop, that it 
will not turn to coal if followed to a di tance in the hill . 
It contains from ten to twenty per cent of volatile matter 
and there are found in the 1eposit in places, thin bands of 
coal from a half to one inch thiclc Dr. Newberry thinks 
that these hales deriyed their bitumen from sea weeds, and 
calls attention to the fact of finding in them vast quantitie 
of fucoidal impressions. So far we have only succeeded in 
finding in the New Albany black slate a few small Lingula 
an 1 Decina. In Clarke county there is resting immediately 
on the top of the black slate, about four inches of hard, 
greenish, mottled limestone and this is succeeded by the 
gray argillaceous shales with bands of iron stone alluded to 
above. There are also found resting on the black slate 
large trunk and limbs of coniferous trees, the vegetable 
matter having been replaced by silica in the form of black 
flint. Specimens of this fossil wood have been placed in the 
hand of the eminent fossil botani t Prof. Leo Lesquereux, 
of Culumbu, Ohio, for determination and they will b 
figured and described in orne of the forthcoming volume. 
A portion of one of the. e petrified tree, fifteen feet long 
and two and a half feet wide has been placed in the Indiana 
Expo ition building. Specimen of fos il wo'od are al 0 
found at the ame horizon in the black late at Delphi, 
Carroll county, Indiana. 
Owing to the extensive wash,-s which have cut through 
the hale the iron-stone i. exposed in a great many place. 
throughout the I{nob region, and it ruay he mined or col-
lecte 1, from the rayine. already weathered out, at a small 
cost. Samples from nine eli tinct bands have been tested 
for iron, an 1 a complet analy is was made of the bottom 
an 1 middle band. with the following reEult: 
Analysis of iron- tone from near HenryYille, Clark 
eouuty, Indiana, (No. 10) bottom Land, two and a half inehe 
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thick; gray, trcaked with greeni h line ; out ide covered 
with oxide of iron, which wa. exclu led from that ana-
lysed: 
Silicic acid .. ... •........ ..................... .. , .. . 
Per- xide of iron .............................. .. 
Prot-oxid of iron .............. , .............. . 
Prot-oxide of mangane e .................... .. 
lumina ........... , ............................. . 
Limc ............................................. . 
~1agne. ia .. .. ..................................... . 
ulphur .................................. ...... .. " 
Pho phoru ...................................... . 
Carbonic acid ........................... . ....... . 
ombined ,vater and los . ..................... . 
11etallic iron, 28,4 
7.30 
2.12 
34.700 
.940 
1.10 ' 
5.824 
3.027 
.254 
.321 
29 .500 
6.906 
100.000 
Analy is of iron- tone from Stewart' farm, n ar Henry-
ville, larke county, Indiana, middle band or 5th from the 
bottom; ~ ur and a half in he hi k; of a blui h gray color 
with an out ide coating of re 1 oxide of iron from one-
eighth to one-quarter of an inch thic]c The latt r wa~ 
excluded from the p rtion analysed. 
Water, (( 212°] ................................ . 
Combined" ater and organic matter ........ . 
ilicic acid ....................................... .. 
Per-oxide of iron ....................... , ...... .. 
Prot- xide of iron ... ........................... . 
Prot-oxide of mangane e ...................... . 
Alumina .......................................... . 
Lime ............................ .................. . 
11agne ia .................... .......... ........... . 
ulphur .............................. ..... ... ..... . 
Pho phorus ...................................... . 
Carbonic aid .................................. . 
Lo .' and llndetermin d ...................... .. 
l1 tallic iron, 29.12. 
.·-0 
4.-75 
9.3 0 
3. 00 
7.168 
4.612 
.274 
.. 40 
24.92.-
,436 
100.000 
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In addition to the two very complete results of analyse 
of thi. ore, given above, seven other samples, from as many 
different bands, were tested for iron with the following 
results, the numbers give the order of succession, No. 1 
being the top layer or band, and No. 10 the lowest: 
Band No. 1 gave 26.41 per cent. metallic iron. 
Band No. 2 gave 26.66 per cent. metallic iron. · 
Band No. 3 gave 30.51 per cent. metallic iron. 
Band No. 4 gave 28.20 per cent. metallic iron. 
Band No. 5 gave 29.12 per ent. metallic iron. 
Band No. 6 gave 29.74 per cent. metallic iron. 
Band No. 7 gave 29.23 per cent. metallic iron.-
Band No. 8 gave 27.17 per cent. metallic iron. 
Band No. 10 gave 28.48 per cent. metallic iron. 
From this it will be seen that the raw ore contains from 
26.41 to 30.51 per cent. of iron, and, from the complete 
analyses of the bottom and middle band, from 5.124 to 6.928 
per cent. of the metal manganese. 
This class .of ores should always be roasted before they are 
thrown into the blast furnace in order to expel the hygro .. 
copic and combined water and gases. The" Knob ore" . 
will loose about one third of its weight by roasting and the 
percentage of iron and manganese will be correspondingly 
greater in the calcined ore 0 that we have in one hllndre 1 
parts: 
Iron ........................................ 39.81 to 47.4 
1Iangane e.... .............. ............ 7.72 to 10.44 
Silica ..................................... 11.00 to 14.02 
The average per cent of combined iron ann mangane. 'e in 
the calcined ore is 52.72 per cent, consequently two tons of 
nch ore will make a ton of pig iron. The great value 
which attaches to the e ores is mainly due to the large per 
cent of manganese which they contain, and if properlJ 
treated in the smelting furnace they will yield a hiO'hl . 
manganiferous pig iron, if not a true spiegeleisen, "hich 
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metal is found to be indispensable in the manufacture of 
Bessemer or pneumatic steel. 
It will be seen, b r reference to the preceding articles, by 
Hugh Hartmann, on the manufacture of Spiegeleisen in 
Rhenish Pru. sia, that the peculiarity of this valuable metal 
consi ts in it crystalline structure, due to the manganese 
which it contains and to a special treatment which it under-
goes by adjusting the heat of he furnace and prolonging 
the time of its cooling after it enters the moulds. The value 
of a speigeleisen is dependent upon the quantity of man-
ganese which it contains. From 7.5 to 10.0 per cent I S of 
,ery fair quality. 
This per cent of manganese is fully within the capabil i-
t ies of the I{nob ore. 
ON THE USE OF RAW COAL IN THE BLAST FURNACE. 
ince there has been, in my opinion, a general mislander-
tanding with regard to the coking properties of the Indiana 
Block-coal, and of its behavior in the blast furnace, I will 
add here the conclusions to which I have arrived from 
inve tigating thi subject, all-important to the manufactur-
ing industries of Indiana. There is a remarkable differenc 
etween the caking coal and the non-caking or block coal, 
both in regard to their physical structure and in the man-
ner of their burning. The latter has a laminated structure, 
burns without melting and under ordinary treatment make 
a oft, poor coke. ' Vhereas the former coal when ignited 
ecomes soft and run into a mass and ordinarily will mak 
a good, strong coke. Between the extremes of these two 
well marked varieties of bituminous coal there are many 
grades of differences and they blend so closely into each 
other, that it i only as we approach the ends of the chain 
that a deci. ion can be made without a crucial test as to 
which variety the . pecimcn under examination belong . 
By the ultimate analyses we find no greater variation in the 
per cent of the contained elementary con tituents than i to 
be found in the different SI ecimens of the same variety of 
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coal. As a means of classification and detection, then, w 
must look to their physical structure and to their behavior 
when burning or subjected to the process of conversion into 
coke. In the laboratory the usual mode of testing the 
col"'ing properties of a coal is to determine it.s proximate 
con tituents. This i usually accomplished by drying a 
weighed portion of the coal, in a hot air bath, for thirty or 
forty minutes, at a temperature of 212°F.; the loss of weight 
gives the per cent of hygroscopic water; the residue i 
urnt and the per cent of ash is found by weighing the 
incombustible earthy matter. Another portion is placed in 
a covered platinum crucible and heated to a bright red heat 
over the gas flame to expel the volatile matter, the 10 . 
gives the per cent of gas plus the water determined by the 
first experiment, and the weight of the charred mass repre-
ents the per cent of coke. The per cent of fixed carbon is 
-found by deducting the ash from the coke. 
Analysed in the above manner there is a marked differ-
ence in the behavior of the two varieties of coal. The part-
icle~ of the caking coal are fused by the heat applied to the 
crucible and run into a hard amorpous mass more on les 
porous and of a steel gray color. On the other hand the block 
coal does not change form at all, the charred pieces haye 
not melted or fused together and the finer particles may he 
poured out of the crucible like so much sand. 
In order to teo t the effect of pressure on the quality of 
the coke, t n gramm of coal, in coarse powder, \rer 
~okec1 in a mall ca. t-iron retort with a quarter inch di -
charge pipe leading from the top into a £trong two necked 
Woulfe's bottle which served as a tar well, from this the ga 
.vas carried through a wa hing bottle and then di. charged 
at the bottom of a tall glas.· cylinder capable of honing 
a column of mercury twelve inches in hight without danger 
ot its being thrown out at the top by the force of the escap-
ing gas. 
The tabulated l' suIt, arc given below, of a number of 
coals charred in the u nal way adopted by chemists, in 
making the proximate analysis of coal, and in the iron 
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retort arranged as above first without pressure anti then 
with pressure formed by adding mercury to the grad-
uated cy lin IeI'. The greate. t pres nre attained wa .. that 
from a column of mercury twelve inches high or · little more 
than a third of an atmosphere. The crucible wal heated to 
an almost white heat by the uniform flame of a three-jet 
Bun. en ga burner. The gas which supplied the flame 
issued under a pre ure of one and a half inches of water. 
Th~ analyse were made, under my direction, by my Assi. t-
ant Dr. G. 1\I. Levette, whose skill and attention to the 
work give. assurance of its accuracy. 
The Pittsburg coal, te ted for coke, was from Stone' 
mine, and I regret being unable, at the time, to procure a 
pecimen of Connellsville coal, so celebrated for the excel-
lence of its coke; but since the object of the experiment 
were to prove the effect of pressure in increasing the den 'ity 
and per cent of coke, it matters but little as to the particu-
lar coals used. 
The weight of coke obtained wh n the coal i .. charred in 
the iron retort varies according to the character of the 
pecimens treated; with some the gain is but little more 
than we find by the proximate analyses a usually made in 
a platinum crucible, while in others, the Sullivan county 
and Pittsburg coals, the increase of coke is nearly ten per 
ent, as may be seen by the subjoined table: 
COAL ' COKED UNDER DIFFERENT DEGREE F PRE ' ·l;rm. 
:-lAME OF MINE OR OWNER. 
t H. K. 'Wilson, Sullivan, 52.40 159.10 62.00 
2. Simon"'on's, Knox Co., Ind ........ 52.-0 54.35 54.00 
0. Shepard & Haslett's,Knox o.lnd 55.50 I 5 .10 56.40 
4. Woodruff & Fletcher, Clay Co.lnd 57. -0 158. 5 60AO 
.5 . Barnett' , Clay Co., lnd ............ 58.-0 : 62.20 61.75 
6. tone's, Pittsburg, Pn....... ......... 57.90 \ 6-,05 65.00 65.10 
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H. K. Wilson's coal (No.1) was tested with other 
degrees of pressure not enumerated in the above table; one_ 
half inch of mercury, 62.10 per cent of coke; one inch 
mercury, 61.50 coke; two inches mercury, 60.50 coke; five 
inches mercury, 61.80 coke; amd with one inch of sand 
resting directly on the powdered coal in the retort, no other 
pressure, gave a close grained compact coke, but the percent-
age could not be accurately determined on account of 
numerou. ;grains of sand which adhered to the coke. 
No. . ], 2, 3 and 6, of the table, are caking coals, N o.'s 4 
and 5 are non-coking:or block coals. 
The coke from No.1 made in the retort, without pres-
ure, was moderately firm, close textured, of grayish black 
color and without lustre j with a pressure exerted by a 
column of water four inches high (not given in the table) 
the coke was not increased in weight, but appeared more 
compact and presented a radiated, crystalline structure, the 
the rays run from a small central core to the circumfer-
ence. This:peculiar structure was lost when the pressure 
was increased. Up to a ix inch pre sure ~f mercury there 
wa a gain of 3.7 per CE'nt of coke which was very den e and 
strong. At 12 inches of pressure the per cent of coke wa 
scarcely more than that obtained without pre sure and it 
gave 'igns of puffing. From this it will be seen that 6 
inches of mercury give the maximum per cent of coke and 
that beyond this the heat is ufficient to liquify the fi;xed 
carbon and expand its particles so as to make a puffed, 
porous cake. With a half inch of mercury pressure, after 
the gas had ceased to come over and the washing flask was 
detached, the pent-up gas would escape from the retort with 
so much force as to make a loud whistling noise in rushing 
through the open neck of the Woulfe bottle; the greater the 
pressure the louder and more prolonged the noise. There 
was little difference in the time occupied in coking with . or 
without pressure. The average time was forty-five minutes. 
Instead of the powdered coal, some pieces, a little larger 
than a pea, were coked under 6 and 12 inches pressure and 
they were found unchanged in shape except that the edges 
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were slightly fused and they were cemented together like a 
pop corn ball. The color and appearance of the pieces 
resembled anthracite coal far more than coke. Under 12. 
inches pressure the pieces were slightly swollen, but in color 
and structure otherwise presented the same appearance a 
the former. 
The effect of pressure on the Pittsburg coal, No.6, was 
quite different and equally as remarkable. 
The weight of the coke continued to increase up to a 
pressure of 12 inches where it gained 8.2 per cent over the 
result in the 1st column, but it was puffed up until the 
shape resembled a hen's egg and contained a large cavity in 
the centre of the mass. The fracture presented also a cellu-
lar structUl'e like a sponge. Without any pressure this coal 
gave a moderately dense coke but continued to puff up with 
every inch of pressure added. 
The two caking coals from Knox county, No.'s 2 and 3, 
gave a cellular coke without pressure and the cells, were 
only slightly enlarged by twelve inches of pressure, and the 
weight of the coke in No.2. at twelve inches was increased 
by 4 per cent, and that of No.3 by only 0.65 per cent, whil 
under six inches pressure the increase was 2.45 per cent. 
Though these coals do not puff up, under pressure, U 
much as the Pittsburg coal; the result clearly points out 
that all three belong to a class of coals that will not make a 
good coke under pressure, but that the coking oven, lik 
the retorts at the ga works, should be subjected to a proces 
of exhaustion. The coke made from Pittsburg coal in th 
gas retorts is very close and strong. 
No.4. Woodruff & Fletcher's block coal, Clay county, 
coked without pressure, gave a coke that possessed but lit-
tle cohesion; as the presslHe increased the coke was more 
compact, and under twelve inches pressure it was strong and 
good; the color, like that of No.1, resembled anthracit 
rather fhan coke; the greatest increase was produced by 
pressure of twelve inches and only amounted to 1.75 pel 
cent. 
Barnett's coal, No.5. This is one of the driest burning of 
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the block coals and the particles were but ligh tly coherent 
even under a pressure of twelve inches, the increase in 
weight, at this pressUl'e, amountr.d to 4.9 per cent. 
The greatest pressure exerted on the block coals did no 
cause the carbon to become liquid as in the caking coals and 
the particles were simply cemented together by fusing on 
the surface. Lumps, when coked under pressure, do no 
therefore swell, but rather become more dense and homo-
genous with an increase of heat. 
Though the above experiments are not as complete, in 
many respects, as they should be, I look upon this mode of 
testing coals as destined to furnish important information 
with reference to their coking properties and to their 
behavior in the blast furnace. It appears that in order to 
make a homogeneous good coke the fixed carbon of the coal 
must be of a kind that will melt at the lowest possible tem-
perature, for if the process of coking produces the least 
pressure on the volatile hydrocarbons, whereby there is an 
increase of heat, such pressure causes so complete a liquf... 
faction and expansion of the fixed carbon that the coke i. left 
cellular instead of being compact. If such a coal is coke 
by covering it with an inch of sand and leaving the cover 
of the retort off, the coke will be dense and strong and with-
out cells that are perceptible to the eye. On the other hand, 
coals, like the block coal of Indiana, which requires a very 
high temperature to melt its fixed cn'bon, dozs not have its 
coke expanded by heat induced by an over pressure of the 
eliminated gas, but as far as tried in the above experiments, 
the . olidity Qf the block c(i)al coke increased as the pressure 
was augmented by raising the column of mercury through 
which the gas had to escape; such coals, then, are eminently 
adapted, in the raw state, for smelting iron in the blast fur-
nace. The closed top blast-furnace, with flues for conduct-
ing the waste gas produced by the combustion of the 
carbon and the distillation of the volatile hydrocarbons of 
the raw coal, presents similar conditions for the coking of 
the coal before it reaches the zone where it is ignited by the 
blast, to that given by the crucible tests without mercury 
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pre sure, but with a covering of sand. The latter materi-
ally~ increased the density of the coke and corresponds to 
the pressure that i exerted by the burden of' t.he furnace. 
The blast furnace in which iron ores are smelted may be 
compared, in form, to two truncated co-ne joined at their 
bases; it is filled with alternate layer of fuel, ore and 
limestone. In the lower part or crucible of the great shaft 
a rapid combu tion of the fuel i accomplished by means of 
a bla. t of heated air, which is . ent in at the hearth with 
great force through a number of pipes called tuyere . The 
heat thus produced fuse the inorganic uhstanc s and the 
iron, eparat d from the -slag by its gravity, fall to the 
hearth at the bottom of the crucible and is finally run out 
into long bars caned pigs. The chemical combination of 
the oxygen of the blast with the carbon of the ignited fuel, 
whether that be charcoal, coke or raw coal, forms, proba-
bly in the fir t in tance, carbonic acid (C. O. 2.); but, 
investigation goe to how, that the p rmanent ga formed 
in this zone of the furnace is carbonic oxide, ( C. O. ) dilu-
ted with a large amount of nitrogen derived from th 
atmosphere. The ga es thu formed ascend through the 
solid contents of the shaft to which they yield up a portion of 
their heat. In this way there are two currents established 
in the furnace, an upward current of heated ga which grad-
nally parts with it hcat a it ascends, and a descending 
current of olid minerals, which are c ld when thrown in ~t 
the top, but become hotter and hotter in their descent until 
finally fu ed at the hearth. The carbonic oxide of the 
ascending current partly reduces thQ ore, which is in th 
oondition of a peroxide of iron, by depriving it of a portion 
of it oxygen, so that before the ga leaves the top of 
the shaft a portion has been changed to carbonic acid. 
This deoxidizing of the ore, by carbonic oxide only, takes 
place under certain conditions and the amount of change 
is, at best limited. One of the mo t essential conditioBs to 
promote this action is the presence of moisture. The 
change thus made in the ore renders it porous and favors it · 
final reduction. It is therefor.e an object of very great 
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-economical importance to obtain from the ascending gas all 
the chemical effect which it is capab of producing, both 
in the way of absorbing the oxygen from the ore and in 
heating the furnace before it i carried out of the top of the 
tack and further utilized in heating the boilers and blast-
oven. 'Vith a view to accompli h this end, very high fur-
nace have been built and the temperature of the blast air 
has been increased, and in both instances, within certain 
bound " favorable result have been obtained. 
INDIANA BLOCK COAL 
is of it elf very tron O' and able to bear up as much bur-
den a coke, but. it is; b: the h at in th e upper part of th 
furna e, converted into a den e coke before it meet th e 
bla. t where it enter into perfect combustion. That m) 
r aders may compreh nd the important part performed by 
the blast, I will . tate that more than fiye ton. of air are 
required ft r every ion of pig iron smelted. From the fact 
that the raw coal is changed to coke before it i burned, the 
effecC produc d by the two fuels, coke and raw coal, are th 
arne in the zone of fu sion, and it is only in the upper part of 
the furnace that we mu t 10 k for dissimilar effects. Here 
the raw coal i graduall heated and th hydrocr n and hydro-
carbon., whieh form about for ty par ts of it. . ubstance, are 
distilled off and the gaseous con tents of the shaft are, con-
sequently, about thirty-seven p l' cent greater than when 
c0ke is the fu el; it follow therefore that if the size of the 
throat and gas flu es are properly ac1ju ted for coke, they 
must be made, at least, one third larger for raw coal If 
this point i not attended to the furnace must lose heat, 
through want of perfect combustion, run irregular, and con-
sume vastly more fuel per ton of pig iron made. 
Mr. 1. Lothian Bell, in hi valuable work on the Chemi-
cal Phenomena of the bla. t furnace, say that" raw coal in 
the bla t furnace requires the extra heat produced by fif-
teen pounds of coke, for every 100 pounds of coal, to expel 
the volatile matter, or in other words, to coke it, and its 
reducing powers are diminished consequently in that 
8 
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proportion." Mr. Bell arrives at this conclusion by ascer-
taining that fifteen pounds of coke are burned under th 
retort • at the gas works, for expelling the gas from 1 
pounds of coal, and he estimates the calorie of coal and 
coke to be about the sam. A similar howing is made if 
we reason from the proce 's of making coke in oven. 
Here the heat nece sary for di tillation is derived from th 
expelled gas, and of that one third only is required for the 
operation and the ther two third. are wa ted for want of 
mean to utilize it. 
Under the most favorabl e management at Cleveland, in 
in the north of England, twenty two and one-half hundred 
weight of coke will smelt one ton of pig iron from Cleve-
land iron stone. This ore is a lean carbonate of iron, very 
imilar in composition to the Clarke county, Ind., ore. 
Twenty two and five-tenths hundred weight, or 2520 
pounds 0f coke will corre pond to 3360 pounds of block roal , 
and I have no doubt but that, when we have di cov red the 
proper form of furnace and the be. t mode of preparing th 
tock at our command, less than two ton. of block coal \'-111 
be required to make a ton of pig iron. 
The 10. of h at by ab orption, when raw coal i llsed i 
the bia t furna c, i. more than compen ated for by th 
highly deoxidizing a tion of the hydrogen and hydrocarbon 
in which the ore i :-:0 comepletely bathed. The amount of 
ox 'gen a .... orbed from tlw ore by arbonic oxide, wh en th 
fuel is coke, reache ', under favorable condition, abou t 
thirty p I' cent of th \ ntire oxygen which it ontain . 
ow, there is no rea on why this reducing action of carboni · 
xide hould not proceed to compl tion if those aids which 
facilitat~ the r duction are present in ufficien qnantity . 
It ha~ be n proven by investigation that moistur rou t 
be present to promote this favorable action of carboni · 
oxide and, indeed, it is mentioned by some that the proce , 
of deoxidation cannot take place in the furnace without it. 
Raw coal upplies this essential con ,tituen t R.O.), togethe 
with hydrogen (H.) in f~lr greater abundance than cok . 
and since hydrogen is a much better deoxidizer than carbonic 
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oxide, and the hydrocorbons them elvc being almo t a 
good ab orbents for oxygen as the latter gas; I have evary 
reason to believ that, when u ed under the most favorable 
conditions, we will obtain a large yields of iron with the 
Indiana block coal fuel as can be obtained from the same 
ores with coke, and the quality of the iron will be . uperior 
to that made with the latter fuel. 
I am satisfied that most, if not all uf the difficultie , 
experienced by the cooling and irregular working of the 
raw coal furnaces in thi. State, come from a want of 
. ufficient ized outlet at the throat for the waste gases, for 
it must be borne in mind that the heat of the furnace, 
within certain bound., depends upon a good upwiu'd draft. 
HYDRAULI CE~rENT. 
The manl1fa ture of hydraulic cement con titute one of 
the most important im.Ju trie of Clarke county. No les 
than six mills are engaged in this branch of manufacture 
and the cement i.' hipped to all part of' the western and 
. onthern Stat and old under the name r.f "Loui ville 
Cement.' The rock from which it is made is of the 
Devonian age and belong to the orniferous epoch. It i 
in three layer and ha a total thicknes of fifte 11 to 
wenty-fiv feet. It rop ut on both bank of the Ohio 
ri er at, and opposit th<.' ancien village of' Clark 'ville, 
about two nJile.' below Jeffer ollville, and is expo ed along 
th bank. ' of Si1\- l' cr k an 1 it. .tributari ,to the north-
ward, for a di tance of fifteen mile.' or more. Th . 1' , are 
crop also in th neighborhood of Charle'towll. The 
listrict which it 0 cupie i. inclu led within the boundarie ' 
of the pace numbered -4: on the map accompanying this 
volume. 
The c ment rock i. uo-ain :-:ecn in Scott and Jenning 
countie ', and will probably be found in Jack on, Decatur 
and other counties in thi part of the State that have not 
yet been surveyed. It make its appearan e on the Wa-
bash river· in Wabash county, and near to th town of hat 
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name. At the latter locality it has been burnt and made 
into cement, and there are a number of cisterns in Wabash 
town that were lined with it, which have, so far as known, 
stood well and giyen g00d satisfaction. The analysis of the 
Waba h cement stone, collected from a bed ten to twelve 
feet thick, on th Davis farm near Somerset, Wabash county, 
has the following . compos~tion in one hundred parts of 
stone: 
Moi 'ture at 2120 F................... ............ 1.000 
Silicic acid .......................................... 30.600 
Alumina ................. . ........................... 16.720 
Carbonate of lime ................................. 25.600 
arbonate of ruagnegia ........................... 12.713 
Carb nate of iron......... ............ ...... ...... 2.480 
Organic matter, alkalie } ..................... 10.8 7 
undetermined and 10 s 
100.00 
Another ample from a seam five to ten feet thick, on 
Helm creek, two mile west of Vi abash town, contains: 
Moisture at 2120 F ............................. 2.000 
Silicic acid .......................................... 34.200 
Carbonate of lime ................................. 28.000 
Carbonate of magnesia ........................... 3.117 
Carbonate of iron ................................. 1.242 
Alumina ............................................. 18.760 
Loss and undetermined .......................... 12.681 
100.000 
On Chapelle creek, LaGros, Wabash county, the seam is 
ten to fifteen feet thick, and contains: 
Moisture at 212°F ................................. 1.80 
Silicic acid ........................................... 35.60 
Alumina ............................................. 17.86 
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arbonate of lime ................................... 26.00 
Carbonate of magnesia .......................... :.. 2.42 
Carbonate of iron ................................... 4.14 
Loss and undetermined ........................... 12.1S·· 
100.00' 
Judged by their composition the. e t ne should make a · 
good hydraulic cement. 
It is well known that stone of very dis imi1a'r composi. -
tion, as regards the amount ()f lime, magne 'ia, ilica and I 
alumina whica they contain, make equally good hydraulic ' 
cement. 
Indeed by a proper admixture of argilhweous tone and 
sand wit.h "fat" lime the v ry best quality of hydraulic 
('ement may be made. Pure limestone, after bing calcine 1, . 
will aL 'orb 22 to 23 per c nt ()f wat l' :.md pa . es into the 
('ondition of hydrat.e ot lime. Th nnic,n i ' attended with , 
great levation of teml erature and th lime break. or i . 
. lak d ioto fine powder. On account of it. affinit.y for 
water and carbonic a id, lime will ab orb the e ubstance 
from the utmo 'phere and graduullv a.' lSume, nnder certain 
onditiou. , by returning to carb nate of lime, a .' Oil -l ike 
harIn . . 
'Vhen lime j found mixed \\ ith iml uritie.' uch as ilica 
alumina and mague ia, or \\ h n th. are added to It 111 
proper proportion ita quire. th prop r y of hardening 
llnd r water, ())' when x luded from the air. ementc;:· 
mad) in tbi way ar u e I for the con .. trll ·tion f ma onry 
under water, building ci t rn;~ that ar de ignecl to hold 
water anrl for cementing all manner of ma on work wher 
the wall are xpmsed to dampne . . 
Hydraulic proper tie.', or the property f hardening 
under water 01' in moist place. may be imparted, in a like 
perfect manner, to lime by admixing any of the above mate-
rial in proportions widely differing from each other. A 
knowl dge of the. e facts, regarding the hardening of mortel 
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compo ed of an admix ure of clay, lime, and and gravel or 
fragments of tone, extends back to a period 0 remote that 
history can furnish no clue to its origin. 
C mmon lime contains bu a mall amount of impurities, 
rarely as much a ten per cent j morter made of it alone 
will not harden under water, or in damp places if excluded 
from contact with the air. In the air it will dry and 
harden, but shrinks to such a degree that it cannot be used 
for building purposes without a large quantity of sand. 
Common morter u 'ed for building purposes is, therefore, 
com posed of " fat" lime and sand. 
Puzzuolana is the name of a hydraulic cement known to 
the Ancients and wa employed in the marine constructions 
of the Romans. Puzzuolana derives its name from the 
village at the foot of Mt. Vesuvius where it wa first dis-
covered j it is is of volcanic origin and when mixed with 
sand and lime make a durable hydraulic cement. Vitru-
vius give the following formula, which is till very gen-
erally followed, for making thi c ment: * 
Puzzuolana, well pul verized ................ 12 parts. 
Quartzos and, ,,'ell \Va hed ................... 6 parts. 
Rieh lime, recently . laked ..................... 9 parts. 
Fragments of broken stone ..................... 6 part. '. 
It i not alone in Europe that we find a "ell founded 
claim of high antiquity for the art of making hard and 
durable stolle by a mixture of clay, lime, sand and frag-
ment. of stone j for I am satisfied that this art wa 
po es 'ed by a race of people who inhabited thi continent 
at a period 0 remote that neither tradition nor history can 
furnish any account of them. They relonged to the 
Neolithic 01' polished tone age. They lived in towns and 
built mounds for sepulture and wor hip, and protected their 
home by surrounding them with walls of earth and stone. 
In ome of these mounds pecimens of various kinds of 
pottery, in a perfect state of preservation, have from time 
* ee Hydraulic Cement and Mortar's. Maj. Gen. Gillmore. 
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-to time been found, and fragments are so common that every 
student of archreology can have a bountiful supply. Some 
of these fragments indicate vessels of very great size. At. 
the Saline springs of Gallatin county, Illinois, I picked up 
fragments that inqieated, by their curvature, vessels five to 
ix feet in diameter, and it i. probable that they are frag-
ments of artificial stone pans used to hold brine that \Va 
manufactured into salt by solar evaporation. 
Now, all the pottery belonging to the mound-builders, 
age, which I have seen, is composed of alluvial clay and 
and or a .nixture of the former with pulverized fresh-water 
hells. A paste made of uch a mixture possess in a high 
degree the properties of hydraulic Puzzuolana and Portland 
cement, 0 that ve. sels formed of it hardened without being 
burnt a i customary with modern pottery. The frag-
ments of hells served the plU'pOne of gravel or fragments of 
tone as at present used in connection with hydraulic lime in the manufa tur of artificial . tone. It will be seen by 
the following analysis of a piece of ancient pottery from the 
-, Bone Bank ' in Posey county, Indiana, that, so far a. 
chemical con. tituent are concerned, it agrees very well 
with the composi ion of hydraulic . tones, and for the 
ptU'po e of ompari on I , u bjoin the analyses of natural 
Por tland cement from BoulogL~ e, France; artificial Portland 
cement from London; Ro. -edale ement stone from New 
York; Cumberland cement stone from lVlaryland and 
Balcony Falls cement stone from V irginia, copied from" A 
Practical Treati e on Coignet-Breton and other artificial 
Stone" by Maj. Gen. Q. A. Gillmore, pp. 12 and 13, and 
the Clarke count), Indiana, H rdraulic limestone, the analy-
i. of which wa ' made in my laboratory: 
Ancient Pottery, " Bone Bank," Posey Co., Indiana: 
Moisture at 2120 F ................................. 1.00 
Silica ................................................... 36.00 
Carbonate of lime ................................... 25.50 
Oarbonate of magnesia ............................. 3.20 
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Alumina ................................. , ............ 5.00· 
Peroxide of iron............................ ... ... 5.50' 
Sulphuric acid...... ...... ..... ... ....... ... ... .... .20· 
Organic matter,} .....................•............ 23.60. 
a.lkalies and loss 
100.00' 
Boulogne Portland cement, (natural) : 
I .. ime ................................................... 65.13· 
~lagnesia ............................... ,.. .... ........ .58-
Silica ..................................................... 20.42· 
Alumina and a small quantity} ,.,. 
f 'd f' ............... 13.8 ,. o OXl e 0 Iron 
Sulphate of lime .................................... trace.· 
London Portland cement, (artificial) : 
Lime ................. .................................... 68.1f 
·Silica .............................................. . .... 20.67 
Alumina ..................... . ........................ 10.43 
Oxide of iron............................ . ........... .87 
Ro edale cement ston , (N w York) : 
Carbonate of lime ................................. .46.00 
Si lica, clay and insoluble .. ilicate .............. 27.7 0 
Carbonate of magne. ia ............................. 17.76 
Alum ina......... ..•............ ...... ..... .......... 2.34 
Peroxide of iron .................................... 1.26 
Sulphuric acid......... ............................. .26 
Chloride.~ of pota<::sium and odium ............. 4.02 
Hygrometric water........................ . ....... .22 
Lo '. ........... ... ...................................... 44 
100. 0. 
umberland ement stone, (Maryland): 
arbonate of lime .................................. 41.80 
Silica, clay and in oluble silicates ............... 24.74 
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~Iagllesia ............................................ . 4.10' 
Alumina ............................................. . 16.74 
Peroxide of iron... . ................................ 6.30 ' 
Soda .. .................................... . .... .... .... 4.64 
Pota ·h ... ............................. . ............... 1.54 
Sulphuric acid .................... . .................. 2.22 
H ygrometric water......... ......... ......... ... ... .60 
102.68 
Balcony Fall stone, (' irginia) : 
Lime ................................................. 17.38: 
Silica .................................................. 34.22-
Alunlina ......................................... . ...... 7.80' 
~lagne ia ........... .. ..... . .......................... 9.51 
arbonic acid ........................... . ......... . . 30.40 
,,7 ater and los. ...................................... .69 
100.00 
Hydraulic lime tone, Bea h' Mill, larke ville, Clarke 
rounty, Indiana; color, a h gray; fra tllt'e, conchoidal; 
ntain a few di. minatecl mall cry tal. of' iron p Tite . 
~loi ture at 2120 F .................................. 500 
L by ignition, organi matt 1' .. ....... ....... 5.000 
iIi ic acid, oluble .. . .............................. 6.400 
Sili ·ic acid, insoluble ........................... 13.200 
arbollate of iron .... . .. . .... .. .... .. ............ . .. 2.548 
II I phate of ir n .................................... 2.086 
arbollate of magne ia........................... 2.631 
':lrbonat of pota. 11 ... ...... .... . .................. . 9 4 
Carbonate of soda .. ........ ..... . ................... 3.676-
hI ride of odium .... .......... . .................. 1.263 
~~lulnina ............................................. 14.573 
Phosphoric acid ...................................... 19 
arbonate of lime ................................. 37.200 
Lo::) .......... . ...................................... ... 1.744 
100.00 
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In comparing the aboye analy es, one with another, it 
will be seen that the 'onstitllents of the so called Indian 
pottery, Rosedale, umberland, Balcony Falls, Clarke 
OUIlty and Wabash county cement are given from the tone 
which has not been calcined; whereas, those of the Portland 
cements are gi ven from calcined stone. The only material 
differen e i , that the latter contains a li t tle more lime than 
the American cement and will therefore admit of a larger 
proportion of sand or gravel, in producing from it either 
hydraulic mortar or artificial stone. Notwithstanding the 
high antiquity of the art of manufacturing artificial stone 
from an admixture of alcareou., siliceou and aluminou" 
earths, there remains, till, much to be learned before u h 
tone can be looked upon with much favor for ordinary 
flagging and building stone. I am well aware that concrete 
i. extensively used for the embelli hment of ,ome of the 
finest and most costly of modern buildings, both in Great 
Britain and on the Continent, but in many case it wa 
wearing badly, and at best pre ented but a scaly appear-
ance by the side of ordinary natural tone. 
Artificial tone f, rmed a conspicuou:' feature among the 
other industrie exhibited at the Vienna U ni \yer al Exposi-
t ion. It was formed into statue.', vases, bui lding b10ck 
flag tone ornamented with figures formed by embedded 
fraO'ments of colored . tones; tile for paying courts, hall. etc. 
The great. tep , in the hotels, ar ma(le of concrete and on 
e\ ery tory the hall are laid with it. Fine brick building ~ 
are adorned, on the out. ide, with a coatinO' of concret , 
which formed a cheap imitation of stone; but do what they 
would the sham was prominently apparent an] the wall ~ 
r quire patching, annually, to keep up a 1'e pectable appear-
ance. During the holding of the Exposition there wa so 
mueh building going on in Vienna, and the u.'e of concrete, 
made of Portland ement mixed with sand, was carrie I to 
uch a pitch, that the atmo pher was loaded with th 
peculiar odeI' of mortar, due, no doubt, in part to the 
elimination of ammonia from the clay. Drain tile and 
large pipes for sewer, 'imilar to those manufactured by the 
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Indianapolis Pipe Manufacturing Co" and made of cement, 
were al 0 on exhibition, but I saw no large pipes that were 
a mooth and free from cracks as those made in this city. 
The climate of Europe appears to be less trying on the 
durability of artificial Atone than that of America, and to 
thi. may be added a pos. ible better knowledge of the art 
of manufacturiDg; these may be th reasons for its general 
ood favor there and discredit here. 
I do not, however, wish to be understood as endeavoring, 
by the above remarks, to di . 'parage the entire use of artificial 
tone but rather a.' pointing out its present defects to 
encourage the u 'e ot a better article which, I am 'ure, from 
he nature of the chemical rea tion which take:; place 
between the component parts, can be made when a more 
perfect knowledge of the subject i acquired; nor can I see 
wh) the Portland cement should hav preference over that 
made in Clarke county and 'old in the market under the 
name of" Louisville Cement." 
It would be advi. able, if the proper apparatu.' can be 
furni hed by th Stat, to in. titut \ a serie ' of experiment 
for determining the hardness and strength of stone or 
hardened morta)' made of theyarious hydraulic stones which 
cur in , lIch abundan c in Iudiana, and from which a 
larg annnal revenue i deriyed. The. e investigations, if 
prop rly managed, will furni. h a \ a t amount of useful 
information in regard to the . election of the stone and it~ 
ub equent treatment to in ure uniform result and a 
. uperior article of cement. Such an apparatus will al 0 
'erye for testing the strength of stone, it .. resistance to a 
crn. hing force, the ten ile str ngth of iron, etc., etc. 
)IOUXD. ' AND MO 'ND R lLDEn: ' I [PLEMENT ' , 
No departmeut of natural history appears, at this time, 
to attract more general interest than that which ralate: to 
pre-historic man; nor i. thi to be wondered at, for, go 
where you will i~ the extensive valley of the ~'lississippi 
and other portion.' of the Unit d States, south of the great 
lak " you ,,·ill meet with numerous mounds and earth and 
• 
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. tone wall enclosure. ~Iany of these mounds vie with the 
p ramids of Egypt in magnitude and, when taken in 
connection with the walls of earth and stonc which have ' 
been thrown up to enelo e large area of ountry, bear 
evidence of a powerful nation, which in numbers may have ' 
equalled, if they did not excel, the present population of th . 
Missi. sippi vaHey. 
No written history or puzzling hieroglyphic. have been' 
left behind, n r could any reliable account be btainecl 
from the avage races who were found in posese sion of th 
ountry by the earliest white explorers, that could give any 
clue to the antiquity of these mounds and walled enclo 'ure. " 
To them, all was a inexplicable as to ll . They found' 
growing on the mounds large fore t tree. , and the earth-
work. pre. ented then, a. now, evide.nce of deca)' and great 
age. 
The tUlUuli and "aIled enclosn~ s of this pre-hi tori , 
people whom we call mound build r for want of knowl -
edge of their true natural name, are fOllud in the greate. t 
nu mber. ituated In O tly on the fir t and ,'cc nel l'iYer 
terrace' and eldom, on th low bottom land alonO' th lar 
riYer and their prin ipal triLutari s. Thi.~ lIa le(l man r 
to infi r that -he riv r. ha\'e :-:incc the time of til mOlind 
b lildel' narrowed :U1d chang d th ir hann eJ..-,. with in an 
area qual to the wid h f the pre nt alluv ial b ttom', 
The xtent an magnitude of the work J'e :-uted 
these people I ad to the infer nee that they li\' cd in 0 V11 
an I were governed by a d lspotie ruler wh s \\'il1 wa.~· ta,,~ 
and wb s mmands r cei \'eel implicit obed ienue. 
Thcil' f od on i ·t tl prillcipall ' of tIl(' tie 'h of all kind.: 
of animal, a .. may ue een by the bone which a1' round in 
the refus pi leo fr m th ·ir kit·h llS. 
Fre:h wat rbi, alve. '{ nionid and univalve mollll. k 
weI' al. 0 corJ ~ lIm ed in : uch quantities that great bank ' f 
hell, mile ' in length, are left to mark the place where, it 
i po. ible high carnivaL were held over f1' h water 
, Clam-bake ," 
lark. ville, ju t below the fall of the Ohio ri Yet', in 
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Clarke county, there i a shell heap extending for a mile or 
more up and down the river. This locality must have been 
a favorite place of resort; an ancient Long Branch where it 
wa. po . . ible to find enio) ment and pa s a pleasant summer 
.catching n 11 at the foot of the falls, where they congregated 
at certain . ea ons of th year in nch vast numbers a to 
ome an ea y prey to the bone-hook and pear used for 
their capture by the e pre-hi toric people. 
In digo'ing a foundation on the bank of the river for a 
.new cal inin O' kiln at MI'. H. Beach & Co.'s cement mill 
the x avatioll went t hrough a shell heap in which Mr. 
Beach fuund a number of stone l' lic. ; a large greenston 
axe hi hly nni hed; an oval haped tone ixteen inche 
long, t hr e in('he ' in diameter in the middle and one 
and a half inche ' at ea h cn L One of the end i worn to 
a . mooth oni a] point. It i rna Ie of corniferous lime-
tone. A fragment of a imilar instrument, broken in the 
middle where it is. ix inches in diameter was never finished, 
probal ly on ac ount of its accidental breaking. Th 
hammer marks prodll ed by working it in to shape are 
.'till plainly to be . e n. Along with the above instrument 
f tone wa an awl made of a fraO'ment of deer's bone. 
T.he shell heap of thi region haye fnrni heLl to t.he explor-
e rs from time to time, a large number of bone fi h hook, 
k nives, awl, and other ornament:.; of bone, many of 
whi h are pre ervcd in the cabinet of the New Albany 
Historical Society. I may adl al 0 that this society 
has one of the largest and rno tint resting arch reological 
collections in the State. 
At the mouth of Fourteen :Mile Creek, and about three 
miles from Charlestown, the county seat of larke county, 
there is one of the most remarlmble stone fortifications which 
has ever come under my notice. Accompanied by my 
assistant, Mr. Borden, and a number of citizen of Charles-
town, I visited the "stone fort," as it is called, for the pur-
.pose of making an examination of it. The accompanying 
.map, page 123, made by stepping over the ground will 
.serve to give a general idea of the extent and character of 
.the work. 
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The locality selected for this fort presents many natural 
advantages for making it impregnable to the opposing 
forces of pre-historic times. It occupi the point of an 
elevated narrow ridge which faces the Ohio river on th 
east, and i. bordered by Fourteen :Mile Creek on the west 
side. Thi creek empties into the Ohio a short distanc 
below the fort. The top of the ridge is pear shape, with the 
part answering to the neck at the north end. This part i 
not over twenty feet wide and is protecteCl by precipitolls 
natural walls of stone. It is two hundred and eighty feet 
above the level of the Ohio, and the slope is very gradual to 
the south. At the upper field it is two hundred and forty 
feet high and one hundred steps wide. At the lower timber 
it i one hundred and twenty feet high. The bottom land 
at the foot of the south end is sixty feet above the river. 
Along the greater part of the Ohio river front, there is an 
abrupt escarpment of rock entirely too steep to be scaled, 
and a similar natural barrier exists along a portion of the 
north we't ide of the ridge facing the creek. This natural 
wall is joined to the neck by an artificial wall made by 
piling up, mason fa hion, but without mortar, loose stone, 
which had evidently been pried up from the corniferou.· 
layers at the point marked D. Thi. made ~all at this point 
i about ne hundred and fifty feet long. It i built along 
the . lope of the hill and had an elevation of about sevcnty-
five feet above it. base, the upper ten feet being y rtical. 
The inside of th wall is protected by a ditch. The remain-
der of the hill is protected by an artificial stone wall built in 
the same manner but not more than ten fe t high. The 
levation of the ide wall above the creek bottom is eight r 
feet. Within the artificial wall are a tring of monnd 
which rise to the height of the wall and ar protected from 
the washing from the hill . ides by a ditch twenty feet 
wide and four feet deep. The position of the artificial wall , 
natural cliffs of bedded stone, as well as that of the ditch and 
mounds will be better understood by a reference to th 
accompanying map and cro ... s sections. The top of the ' 
enclosed ridge embraces ten or twelve acres, and there are 
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a many as five mounds that can be recognized on the flat 
urface, while no doubt many others exist d which hay 
been bliterated by time and through the agency of man 
in his efforts to cultivate a portion of the ground. The 
c . ction through E F sho" s the relation of the tone wall to 
the mounds on the south end of the ridge. \.. trench wa ' 
ut into one of these moun Is in earch f relics. A few 
fragments of charcoal and decompo ed bones and a large, 
irregular diamond-shaped boulder, with a small circular 
indentation near the middle of the upper part that wa worn 
quite smooth by the use to which if1. was put, and the small 
pieces of fossil coral-favosile goldfussi- omprised all the 
articles of note which were revealed by the excavation. Th 
earth of which the mound is made, resembles that seen on the 
sideof the hill and was, probably, in most part taken from the 
ditch. The margin next to the ditch was protected by slabs 
of stone set on edge an 1 leaning at an angle corre ponding to 
the slop of the mound. This stone 'hield was t,,,"o and a 
half feet wide and one foot high. At intervals along the 
great ditch there are channels formed between the mound , 
that probably en,oed to ca rry off surplu water through 
opening. in the outer wall. 
n the top of the enclo ed ridge, and near to the narrowe...:t 
part, there is one mound mu h larger than an) of the other.' 
'. and 0 ituut d a to command an xt n ive "iew up and 
lown th Ohio river a~ w II n affording an un bstructed 
iew eas and we t. r i. de. ignnted 011 the i'ket h a .. 
"Lookout ~Ioun L' 
There i ... , near th i mound, u . light break in the cliff of 
1'0 k whi b furni . h d a narrow pa . ... aO'e way to th Ohi 
river. 
Though the 10 ality afford d lllany natural advantage:-:; 
for a fort or tronghold, one is com I elIed to arlmit. that 
much skill wa displayed and labor exprnded in r nderin 
it defen e a perfect a po ' 'ible at all point. ·. tone axe " 
pestle, arrow head, "pear points, totUm8, charms and flint 
flakes have been found in great abundance in plowing th 
field at the foot of the old fort. 
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While calling attenti{Hl to th.e remarkable works of the 
}flounel builders in Clarke county, I desire also to ay a few 
word about another ,~ery remarkable locality situated on 
the '","abash river, abouL ten miles above its mouth, in 
Po ey county. It i called the (C Bone Bank" on account 
of the many 'kulls and other human bones which have been 
washed out on the bauk of the ri ver and elicited the atten-
tion of nayigators from the earlie t settlement of the c untry 
to the pres nt time. 
Dr. G. ~if. LeyeUe visited th'e "Bone Bank" la t N 0-
vembel' an I made the map which accompanies this report. 
(See fronti piece). It i , ituated in ,a bend on the left bank 
of the river, and the ground i about ten feet above high 
water mark, being the only land for many miles along thi~ 
,part of the ri Yet' that i not ubmel~ged in seasons of high 
water. The bank lope gradually back from the river to a 
laugh. Thi slough now seldom contains water, but no 
doubt, at on time, it was an arm of the Wabash river, which 
£lowen around the "Bone Bank" and afforded protection 
to the i ,land home of the :Mound builders. It will be seen, 
by reference to the map, that the VV' abash has been changing 
its bed for many year, leaving a bl'oad extent of newly 
made land on the right ~hore and gradually making inroad 
on thc left shol'e by cutting away the "Bone Bank." The 
stage of growth of laud on the right bank of the river are 
well defined by the cotton wood trees which increa e in lze 
as you go back from the river. 
Unless there is a change in the current .of the ri vel', all 
trace of the" Bone Bank" will be obliterated. Already, 
within the memory of the white inhabitants) the bank has 
been removed to a width of several hundred yards. As the 
bank is cut by th,e current of the river it loses its support, 
and when the water . inks it tumbles over, carrying with it 
the bones of the Mound builders and the cherished article 
buried with them. No locality in the country furnishes a 
greater nnmber and variety of reli s than thi. It has 
proved e peoially rich in pottery of quaint de ign and 
skillful workman hip. I have a number of jugs and pot 
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and a cup found at the "Bone Bank," all of which will be 
figured in a future report. Thi. chara ter of ware ha . been 
very abundant and i till found in such quantities that we 
are led t conclud that its manufacture formed a leading 
industr) of the inhabitants of the "Bone Rank." 
I have already, on page 119 of thi· report, called 
attention to th compo ition of the pottery found at 
the "Bone Bank," and put forth the opinion, based 
upon the result of it-' aualy is, that it i· imply an 
artificial stone made from a mixture of river mud 
and pulverized fre h "ater shells. In tead of of ten-
ing in water, a they would if made of clay alone, the 
hell. give to the compositioll hydrauli properties, and 
vessels made of it harden on exposure to air and moisture .. 
When filled with water and III at, pot made of' this material 
could be placed 0\" r the fir and heated without fear of 
breaking them. Tho e ancient artizan must have been. 
awar of the adnllltage derivcd from a thin body to resist 
breakage from expan ion and ontraction from th heat of the 
fire. I hay a beautiful ve sel, from the' Bone Bank," made 
of artifi ial ton , whi h ha (lar, and j otherwi e formed," 
] ike an old fa hioned ca t iron dinn r pot. It is five inche 
a 1'08 the montII and ~e\'en inch in diameter at the bulge, 
fiy inch s de p and only one-eighth of an inch thick. The 
bottom i · mok J black, which goe to ho\ that it wa., 
II pellJed ( v l' the tire for cooking purpo e ·. 
Til following memoranda were made by Dr. L evette 
at the time of hi vi. ·it: 
( The (Bonc Bank' form ' the ea t bUllk of he Wabal3h 
riY l' for fifteen hundrcd feet, i one hundred and eighty 
fe t wid at the widest point neal' the south end, an I thirty-
fi yc fe t above the water at the highe t point; * it is . itu-
ated in e tion 7 an I 18, town 8 south, range 14 west, 
··"At th time of my \ i,.;it, l·,)th of :Noyembel', ] 873, the river 
wa \'ery 1 w. 
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in Po ey county, Indiana; two and a half miles due north 
of the confluence of the "r abash with the Ohio river, and 
ten miles by the tortuous current of the first named 
stream." 
"Within the memory of the early settlers the 'Bank' 
was two or three times its present width; but the current of 
the river, during each freshet, impinges violently on the 
exposed front, and will, in time, carry the last vestige of it 
into the river." 
"Though no mounds are now visible on the top of the 
'Bank,' the old settler._ distinctly remember some small 
hillock, or tumuli, on the southern and higher end; 
whether these were mounds of sQPulture, sacrifice, or obsen-· 
ation, can not now be determined. The whole surface is 
strewn with countle s fragments of pottery, broken during 
the process of manufacture, or hy ubseqnent use. There 
a dwelling house on the south end, the re idence of 
Joseph Reeves, Esq., the owner of a tract of land of which 
the' Bank' is a part. He informed me that almost every 
po t-hole, or other slight excavation made, xposed human 
bones and pottery." 
"Formerly the 'Bank wa ' sparsely covered with 
gigantic forest tree", larger than thos in the adjoining 
forest; but never, within the memory of "hite m ll, .0 
densely overed with trees as the adjacent lower lands." 
"The opinion held by some archreologists, that the 
'Bone Bank' i a true mouud, constructed of earth taken 
from the slough on the east ide of it, can not be sustained 
in the face of the fact that the strata of coarse and fine sand 
and gravel ob various shades of color, may be distinctly 
traced from the water' edge to within two feet of the top 
of thp. 'Bank' at it highest point, and for the whole 
length of it up and down th{' river." 
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